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CADDIE S.A.K. GOLF CART UTILITY PANEL ORGANIZER KEEPS 
ALL GOLFING NECESSITIES FRONT & CENTER 
The Premier Golf Cart Carryall Debuts At 2023 PGA Show 

 

Virginia Beach, VA – January 2023 – Caddie S.A.K.™, the perfect golf cart “go bag” 
for anyone’s game, is making the rounds for the first time at this year’s PGA Show 
in Orlando (New Product Zone and Booth #2920). 

 
The Caddie S.A.K. (or “Storage Accessory Kit”) is an abrasion resistant nylon 

dashboard bag that contains multiple compartments, pockets and panels that 

attaches directly onto the cart’s canopy frame keeping all golfing necessities front 

and center. 

Billed as the premier golf cart utility carryall, Caddie S.A.K. is made by All-Pro 
Tactical, a company whose bags and packs are designed and constructed with the 
same tactical gear technology used by the military and law enforcement under 
the harshest conditions on earth.  “We take pride in knowing our products excel 
from the battlefield to the playing field and that every All-Pro bag is backed by a 
lifetime guarantee,” said David Bohannon, CEO, London Bridge Trading (LBT). 
 
“Pro Shop merchandise buyers and course pros want products that will draw in 
golfers as they arrive for a round or appeal to browsing visitors,” explained 
Bohannon.  “Caddie S.A.K.’s attractive price point entices impulse sales be it for 
themselves or for their favorite golfer as a gift.”  

 
Caddie S.A.K. keeps everything right where you need it. When you're done, simply 

roll it up and stow it for your next round - just grab and go. -- David Bohannon 
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CADDIE S.A.K., add one 
 

 “Our Bungee-loaded harness straps with side release buckles securely anchor 
your Caddie S.A.K. to any golf cart canopy frame – with or without a windshield,” 
Bohannon explained.  “Its 13-Inch, double pleated, see-through mesh center 
pocket secures everything from Bluetooth speakers and range finders to car keys 
and wallets.”   

 

Other features include two separate 6-inch by 8-inch by 2-inch (6” X 8” X 2”) 
zippered cargo pouches with elastic retention straps perfect for your golf balls, 
tees or gloves, or personal items such as your stogies or sunscreen.   Two cinch-
top pockets provide quick access to mobile phones, water bottles and sunglasses 
and loop panels on the front cargo pouches and back side can personalize your 
Caddie S.A.K. with name tapes or Rip-n-Stick™ pride patches. 
 
Caddie S.A.K. keeps everything right where you need it. When you're done, simply 
roll it up and stow it for your next round - just grab and go. 
 
Product Features: 

• Built with abrasion resistant ballistic nylon for maximum durability 

• Heavy duty plastic molded zippers eliminate corrosion and sticking 

• Loop panels for attaching Rip-n-Stick™ patches and name tapes 

• American flag Rip-n-Stick™ Pride Patch always included 

• Every All-Pro bag is backed by a lifetime guarantee 
 
 
 
ABOUT CADDIE S.A.K. 
The Caddie Storage Accessory Kit -- Caddie S.A.K. -- is a product line from All-Pro Tactical.  For more than 
30 years, All-Pro Tactical has produced tactical nylon products prized by the U.S. military and law 
enforcement as mission-critical gear when serving in the harshest conditions on earth.  Caddie S.A.K. 
and All-Pro Tactical are part of the London Bridge Trading (LBT) and LBX Tactical family. The LBT and LBX 
brands are revered around the world for their quality materials and strict manufacturing standards. We 
are proud to continue this tradition by providing high performance sports and equipment bags.  Visit: 
allprotactical.com for more information. 
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